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Easily create unique 3D designs in minutes with Rapid Texture™
SAi EnRoute's Rapid Texture allows you to create 3D textured
surfaces in a fraction of the time it takes to create traditional
textured surfaces. No bitmaps or 3D surfaces are required:
simply select the contour on which the texture will be based,
adjust a few parameters and produce a limitless selection of
amazing surfaces using larger tools with bigger offsets!

Capabilities of Rapid Texture:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text and graphics can be added before or after the texture is created with EnRoute’s inlay feature.
A tiling feature that allows you to break large jobs up into smaller parts.
A symmetric capability that allows you to create a part that is repeatable on all sides.
A fade feature allows you to blend textures together or incorporate them with other design elements.
The ability to trim the texture to a specific shape, which helps cut down on design and cut time.
The ability to incorporate 3D reliefs into the Texture (Pro only)
Save templates to easily recall previous textures

Applications for Rapid Texture™:
•
•
•
•

Architectural wall panels
Doors or cabinets
Furniture
Sign backgrounds and letters

Rapid Texture™ is a standard feature in
EnRoute Pro, along with other texture
tools, and can be added as an option to
EnRoute Basic or Plus.
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If you would like to see a movie of how
EnRoute Rapid Texture™ works, visit
www.EnRouteTV.com
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Rapid Picture
Rapid Picture is an extension of EnRoute's Rapid Texture
technology. Easily create a custom design that looks like
it took hours to make but in reality only requires a few
minutes to toolpath and machine. With Rapid Picture you
can expand your business to include a line of specialty
gifts, customize products with your client's logo or
delight your customers by incorporating their favorite
images into your custom woodwork designs.

Symmetric Capabilities
The symmetric capabilities of the Rapid Texture feature
enable you to create a part that is repeatable on all sides.
Creating large wall panels becomes a snap since the
texture pattern on any piece aligns perfectly with all the
other pieces.

Rapid Texture with 3D Reliefs
(Pro version only)
EnRoute's Rapid Texture has the ability to incorporate 3D
reliefs into the texture. Add 3D graphics to create a whole
new kind of textured panel. Traditional textured reliefs
can be created and then cut using Rapid Texture, giving
you 3D textures in 2D time. More ways EnRoute helps give
you an edge over the competition.

Videos available at www.EnRouteSoftware.com

